
CONVENTIONAL KNIFE AND AXE 
Ranking for each of the three tables in this category is based on the total scored by a thrower in the 
following disciplines: 

 7 * 3 Knives at 3M (Max 105) 

 7 * 3 Knives at 5M (Max 105) 

 7 * 3 Knives at 7M (Max 105) 

 7 * 3 Axes at 4M (Max 105) 

 7 * 3 Axes at 5M (handle up) (Max 105) 

 7 * 3 Axes at 7M (Max 105) 

Conventional Championship Rank 
The Championship Ranking Table is your best combined knife and axe total score achieved in any 
competition that includes all the above listed disciplines using KATTA or Eurothrower competition rules 
and targets. 

For the purposes of creating a baseline, we have used the scores from every qualifying championship 
that has published scoresheets. They are: 

 2015 Eurothrower World Championships, Huthwaite, UK 

 2016 Eurothrower World Championships, Maniago, Italy  

 2017 1st UK National Championships, Huthwaite, UK  

 2017 Eurothrower Championships, Alsomocsolad, Hungary  

 2017 EBT Championship, Romford, UK 

Whenever a UK thrower enters a qualifying championship for the first time or beats his/her previous 
score in a qualifying championship, the Championship Ranking Table will be updated centrally and 
republished. 

Conventional Rolling Rank 
Your Conventional Rolling Rank is based on the best combined total knife and axe score you can achieve 
under semi-official conditions. 

The rules are as follows: 

 You must have an independent scorer 
 You must be throwing at 3 separate ‘competition standard’ targets on a range with marked fault 

lines at 3M, 4M, 5M and 7M 
 You must throw the full set (knife and axe) in a single session 
 You may only make three official attempts each month. The best attempt, if it has beaten any 

previous attempt, is the only score that should be submitted 
 Ideally you will only throw your three official attempts at an established KATTA-affiliated club 

A Facebook group will be created in order to collect scores, or you can submit them to a representative 
at each club. At the beginning of each month, the latest table will be published including a Movement 
column indicating who has moved up or down in the current rank. 



The idea is that this table will encourage or provide 

1) A personal sense of achievement and progression 
2) An incentive to practice 
3) An incentive to get to a club, meet up, learn from others 
4) An idea of what it is like to throw under a modicum of pressure 

NO SPIN KNIFE 
Ranking for each of the three tables in this category is based on the total scored by a thrower in 4 sets of 
the following (i.e. ‘walkback’ mode): 

 3 knives at 3M 
 3 knives at 4M 
 3 knives at 5M 
 3 knives at 6M 
 3 knives at 7M 

A total of 60 knives will be thrown for a maximum of 300 points. 

No Spin Championship Rank 
The Championship Ranking Table is your best total no spin score achieved in any competition that 
includes all the above listed disciplines using KATTA or Eurothrower competition rules and targets. 

No spin competitions are still in their infancy, but we feel that the Eurothrowers rules (3m to 7m in 
walkback mode) are the most representative and competitive and have thus absorbed these into our 
official KATTA rules. The only recent competition using these rules is the 2017 Eurothrower 
Championships, Alsomocsolad, Hungary, so this forms our baseline. 

Whenever a UK thrower enters a qualifying championship for the first time or beats his/her previous 
score in a qualifying championship, the No Spin Championship Ranking Table will be updated centrally 
and republished. 

No Spin Rolling Rank 
Your No Spin Rolling Rank is based on the best total no spin score you can achieve under semi-official 
conditions. 

The rules are as follows: 

 You must have an independent scorer 
 You must be throwing at 3 separate ‘competition standard’ targets on a range with marked fault 

lines at 3M, 4M, 5M, 6M and 7M 
 You must throw the full set in a single session and in ‘walkback’ mode 
 You may only make three official attempts each month. The best attempt, if it has beaten any 

previous attempt, is the only score that should be submitted 
 Ideally you will only throw your three official attempts at an established KATTA-affiliated club 

All scores to be submitted and published as detailed above. 


